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BETTER PRACTICES FOR MANAGING 
INTELLECTUAL ASSETS IN COLLABORATIONS

Integrating the practices identifi ed in this study into your fi rm’s 
fabric will help to maximize the value of its external innovation.

Stewart K. Mehlman, Silvia Uribe-Saucedo, Ronald P. Taylor, 
Gene Slowinski, Ed Carreras, Chris Arena

OVERVIEW: Firms moving to a model in which they 
complement their internal innovation efforts with inno-
vation from external sources need to manage their intel-
lectual property carefully. This requires careful internal 
alignment and appropriate negotiations of non-disclo-
sure and joint development agreements, at times that are 
appropriate for maintaining IP rights. Moving too soon 
can expose the fi rm to contamination, but waiting too 
long (while negotiating agreements) can result in a loss 
of the fruits of the collaboration. Likewise, the timing of 
negotiating commercial terms is a critical decision as 
the market-facing fi rm has more power before new tech-
nology is demonstrated. But the power shifts once a 
technology is demonstrated, and spending time negoti-
ating commercial terms for an unproven technology can 
waste scarce resources.

KEY CONCEPTS: intellectual property, collaborative 
research, open innovation, strategic alliances.

The R&D world changed forever when the “not invented 
here” syndrome was replaced with the “invented any-
where” approach. Industrial Research Institute (IRI) 
member organizations are rapidly moving to a model in 
which they complement their internal innovation efforts 
with innovation from external sources. This is not a 
straightforward process. The complexities of integrating 
decision-making structures, developing fi nancial models 
that share both risk and rewards, and adapting the fi rm’s 
processes and systems to work across organizational 
boundaries make this a daunting task.

The creation and use of intellectual property is a critical 
aspect of collaborative relationships. In recent years, the 
IRI has devoted signifi cant resources to protecting intel-
lectual property in open innovation. Its working groups 
have explored protecting know-how and trade secrets in 
collaborative research agreements (1), allocating patent 
rights in collaborative research agreements (2), building 
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university relationships in China (3), sourcing external 
technology for innovation (4), and protecting intellectu-
al property during collaboration (5). This article builds 
upon that work and explores the topic of Intellectual 
Asset (IA) issues in open innovation.

To understand how fi rms successfully deal with IA is-
sues in collaborative relationships, we assembled, pro-
cessed and analyzed learnings from activities of the 
IRI’s Research on Research subcommittee conducted in 
2007–2008 (see “How the Study Was Conducted,” next 
page). We call our fi ndings “better practices” rather than 
“best practices” because a best practice in one organiza-
tion may not be best in another due to differences in or-
ganizational culture, structure or strategy. We use a broad 
defi nition of IP that includes patents, trademarks, know-
how, show-how, and marketing assets including pricing 
algorithms, customer lists and marketing strategies. We 
use the term IA to describe this broad defi nition; we use 
the term Intellectual Property (IP) to describe patents.

The activities and deliverables of the relationship change 
over the life cycle of the collaboration. These efforts are 
governed by a series of agreements that include provi-
sions for protecting the IA of each fi rm and allocating 
rights to newly created IA between the parties.

To describe this progression of activity, and the agree-
ments that guide them, we arbitrarily divided collabora-
tive relationships into three phases: Exploration, Joint 
Development and Commercialization (see Figure 1). 
While the issues in each phase will be described inde-
pendently, the experienced reader understands that they 
are interdependent. Indeed, the IA positions a fi rm takes 
in early agreements may have important impacts on the 
positions that will govern later agreements. This fact ar-
gues strongly for the need for both fi rms to understand 
their long-term strategic intent and the strategic intent of 
the partner. Absent this understanding, the fi rms may 
take positions that will limit the long-term value of the 
relationship.
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Exploration Phase

The intellectual asset issues in the Exploration phase 
have their genesis in the collaborative act. If the fi rm 
can achieve its marketplace intent without a collabora-
tion and is willing to assume all of the risk, then these 
issues are avoided. Therefore, the fi rst step in dealing 
with IA issues is determining whether or not the fi rm 
needs to collaborate. As a simple rule of thumb, if the 
fi rm can achieve its marketplace objectives with inter-
nal resources, or with a combination of internal resourc-
es and assets purchased through normal procurement 
channels, the fi rm typically should not enter a collabora-
tive effort.

Hard work is required to make the decision whether to 
collaborate or to enter the market alone. The fi rm must 
clearly defi ne its long-term strategic intent, assess the 
intellectual property landscape for freedom to operate 
and ability to exclude others, defi ne an IA strategy that 
links to the business strategy, determine zones of protec-
tion, and present the management team with an assess-
ment of the fi rm’s ability to develop the necessary IA 
internally. If the result of this assessment determines that 
a collaboration is necessary or desired, two fundamental 
issues must be addressed:

Creation and use of 
IP is a critical 
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How the Study Was Conducted

Activities of the IRI Research on Research (ROR) subcommittee on which this study is based included two bench-
marking sessions, workshops, co-chair teleconferences, and a panel discussion among knowledgeable practitioners.

The two benchmarking sessions were held with eight representatives of IRI member companies. Each participant 
was selected because of his or her central role in protecting IP, their organization’s extensive experience in licensing 
and using collaborative research agreements to meet technology commercialization goals, and their willingness to 
bring to the meeting at least one document they use to manage IP in open innovation.

In addition, three workshops were held at IRI meetings in which dozens of member organizations from a broad 
cross-section of industry sectors were represented. The organizations included companies in life sciences, con-
sumer products, oil & gas, chemicals, materials, control systems, defense/aerospace and electronics, as well as 
academia and the federal laboratories.

A panel discussion was also conducted at the 2008 Winter ROR meeting, which featured panelists from four companies 
that are recognized as managing their IP especially well.

In total, over 100 individuals, representing 65 companies in 17 industries, participated in various sessions. The 
authors conducted a number of interviews with academics and practitioners.

1. Internal alignment

The fi rst issue is ensuring that the fi rm is internally 
aligned with respect to goals, objectives, milestones, and 
timelines. The IA approach the fi rm describes to the po-
tential partner during negotiations will directly link to 
these business requirements. The complexity is that ev-
ery collaboration is really three relationships in one (see 
Figure 2), namely the two respective internal alliances 
within each fi rm and the alliance between the fi rms.

The internal alliance within each fi rm requires that all the 
groups that will provide critical resources to the 
relationship agree on critical issues. These issues include 
the fi rm’s marketplace and technical objectives, the roles 
each party will perform, the resources each party must 
contribute, boundaries of the relationship, the need for 
marketplace exclusivity, the fi nancial relationship be-
tween the fi rms, the allocation of foreground IP rights, 
each fi rm’s ability to use the background of the other, and 
how the fi rms will manage day-to-day interactions and 
govern the relationship. Absent internal agreement within 
each fi rm on these critical issues, the alliance is at risk.

The third alliance is the relationship between the parties. 
Leading fi rms begin the collaboration process with this 
framework in mind. They seek alignment with the other 
party only after achieving internal alignment.

2. Disclosure versus pollution

After the collaborative decision is made and the partner is 
identifi ed, the fi rms must assess each other’s technology. 
This is a delicate issue because the parties are in the explor-
atory phase. They may not move to a defi nitive agreement. 
If a defi nitive agreement is not reached, both sides may be 
sorry they shared (and/or accepted) proprietary informa-
tion. The goal during this phase is to balance the need for 
IA disclosure with the desire to avoid IA pollution.

The fi rst step in avoiding IA pollution is to assess each 
other’s assets with publicly available information and 
exchange as much non-proprietary information as pos-
sible in meetings. The goal is to recognize that collabora-
tion is not in the interests of either, or both, fi rms using 
only non-proprietary information. Pre-work inside each 
fi rm contributes to an effi cient information exchange. In 
many industries the pre-work includes defi ning the state-
of-the-art, the date upon which relevant patents expire 
and an assessment of competitor activities. It requires 
that the team understand its fi rm’s technical, business 
and patent strategy related to the relevant fi eld of use. It 
is desirable to understand which third-party licenses are 
required if the fi rms move forward to an agreement.

Should non-proprietary discussions show that a valuable 
collaboration is possible but proprietary information is 
needed to make the next go/no-go decision, legal counsel 
determines the type of Non-Disclosure Agreement 
(NDA) and the appropriate terms to be proposed. A 
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detailed discussion of NDAs is outside the scope of this 
article. However, one decision point is particularly rele-
vant to R&D managers. That is, should the NDA require 
each side to document the disclosure of confi dential in-
formation and provide the documentation to the other 
side within a specifi ed period of time?

This common clause is a double-edged sword. By docu-
menting disclosures, each side knows which disclosures 
must be treated as confi dential. However, disclosures 
not identifi ed as confi dential are considered public. If 
your fi rm’s employees are not disciplined about reduc-
ing discussions to writing, the requirement to document 
confi dential information should be avoided.

When the NDA is signed, team members are reminded 
that an NDA provides the parties with the opportunity, 
but not the obligation, to share. Even the most experi-
enced teams should consider a team briefi ng with the 
project leader or legal department to review the terms of 

the NDA. Additional better practices are to identify a 
focal point in each organization for exchange of confi -
dential information in the NDA itself.

An adjunct to this practice is to have a separate internal 
group or external consultant evaluate the IA. This fi re-
wall approach should be documented, explained clearly 
to the relevant internal company personnel and described 
to the partner. Documentation shows that the fi rm took 
steps to protect itself from IA contamination if the par-
ties do not enter into a defi nitive agreement. Firms must 
think through the advantages and disadvantages of using 
key scientists to evaluate third-party technology. A criti-
cal disadvantage is contaminating internal technical tal-
ent in a commercial area of interest.

Finally, new employees are a particular point of concern 
during the exploratory phase. They may not be trained in 
IA protection and may not know what is, and what is 
not, considered company confi dential. A better practice 

Figure 1.—Successful collaborators begin with a clear vision of their long-term strategic intent and use that vision 
to develop activities and deliverables in each phase.
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Figure 2.—Alliances are actually three relationships in one. Both fi rms must build strong internal alliances if the 
relationship between the fi rms is to succeed.

related to testing methodologies, differences of opinion 
on what constitutes a successful test, and no clear decision-
making process to resolve issues.

The alignment of the fi rms’ IP strategies is another is-
sue. It may be particularly diffi cult to negotiate terms if 
one or both parties believe the collaboration may yield 
a fundamental breakthrough (e.g., cold fusion). Much 
time can be wasted negotiating future IP rights to some-
thing that probably will never materialize. One better 
practice that may shorten the negotiating period is to 
prepare and exchange a simple one-page summary of 
each party’s IP strategy and needs for the collaboration 
agreement. This document clearly communicates to the 
other side your expectations and can dramatically shorten 
the negotiation period.

The depth and 
breadth of IP 

disclosures increase 
dramatically during 

the Joint 
Development phase.

is to ask the legal staff to give an IA refresher to the team 
prior to substantive contact with the potential partner. A 
fi nal better practice is to document the attendees at each 
meeting. How well does your fi rm stack up against these 
better practices? What steps should your research man-
agement team take to improve?

Joint Development Phase

If the exploratory phase shows promise, the develop-
ment phase begins. This is generally a joint development 
effort, but sometimes all that is needed is to in-license 
technology or obtain a sample of a material or product 
under a Material Transfer Agreement (MTA) that pre-
vents analysis or reverse engineering. The depth and 
breadth of IP disclosures increase dramatically during 
this phase. This is particularly true if the two fi rms’ tech-
nical staffs are working together in the same laboratory. 
Because a Joint Development Agreement (JDA) is the 
primary type of agreement that guides the project activi-
ties in this phase of all R&D collaborations, we will 
focus our attention on that agreement (6).

The interviewees and workshop participants identifi ed 
two issues of particular importance: the technical plan 
and allocating foreground patent rights.

The technical plan defi nes the specifi c activities of the 
collaboration. It includes the respective roles of each 
fi rm, the level of resources each partner will contribute, 
the metrics, deliverables, and how the fi rms will make 
decisions during the collaborative process. Fuzziness in 
the technical plan results in confusion during implemen-
tation. Examples of fuzziness include each fi rm thinking 
the other was responsible for a task, a lack of agree ment 
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If the collaboration requires access to valuable know-
how or trade secrets, it is common for the partners to 
describe how these assets will be protected by the part-
ner after disclosure. Protecting IA during collaboration 
is more than a legal issue. It is a behavioral issue that 
requires the technical staff of each fi rm to disclose infor-
mation in responsible ways, to use disclosed informa-
tion in responsible and authorized ways and to protect 
the IA of the other.

Firms in our study have developed a technique to deal 
with this need. As a part of the fi rst meeting, each fi rm’s 
management team describes to its employees the collab-
orative intent around the following four questions:

What IA must we share with the partner?• 
What IA may we share with the partner?• 
What IA must we never share with the partner?• 
How will we protect the partner’s proprietary IA?• 

Allocating foreground IP rights

The goal of R&D collaborations is the creation of pro-
tectable intellectual assets (foreground). The challenge 
is to allocate rights to these assets between the partners. 
Roundtable members described the value of approach-
ing this discussion by focusing on rights-to-use (RTU) 
foreground IP, not ownership.

When business and technical executives discuss owner-
ship, they are usually talking about controlling the use 
of the IA in the marketplace, including the ability to ex-
clude others. The discussion begins with an understand-
ing that the law provides collaborators with a great deal 
of fl exibility when allocating IP rights between the par-
ties. Ownership and patent rights to inventions made un-
der joint R&D agreements may be allocated between the 
partners however they agree, subject to specifi c require-
ments such as antitrust law. In other words, each fi rm may 
have clearly defi ned RTU that allows them to meet their 
marketplace intent, regardless of ownership. By focusing 
on RTU instead of ownership, both parties can describe 
their IA needs directly in terms of marketplace intent.

Patent ownership is relevant and cannot be ignored; it 
has implications with respect to foreign fi lings, enforce-
ment, maintenance, and other matters. However, discus-
sions regarding the allocation of patent rights are much 
more productive when R&D executives concentrate fi rst 
on RTU. Once the necessary RTU are agreed upon, 
counsel for both sides can develop mechanisms (such as 
appropriate licensing terms) to achieve the agreed RTU, 
as well as ownership.

Many times the patent ownership decision will be linked 
to the intellectual property strategy of the participating 
fi rms. Some fi rms may have a strategy that involves 

ownership of any jointly developed intellectual property 
in its primary fi eld(s) of business. Others may not care 
about ownership provided they have suffi cient RTU. For 
each innovation, there are points along the value chain at 
which the value of the innovation can be exploited. In 
deciding ownership and RTU, an analysis of the value 
chain and the fi rms’ respective positions in the value 
chain will help determine which fi rm will be able to 
maximize the value of the IA and thus which fi rm should 
own the asset (7).

The implications for the JDA discussion is that legal 
counsel for both parties should be involved in intellec-
tual property RTU discussions from the beginning. This 
allows them to understand both parties’ intents and trans-
late those intents into a set of RTU, ownership and li-
censing provisions. Counsel can identify legal issues, 
explain the implications of various alternatives and begin 
formulating contract language, all with an eye to protect-
ing their own fi rms but also crafting win-win scenarios. 
Also, counsel begins work on the following important 
patent issues: each fi rm’s responsibility related to draft-
ing and prosecuting patent claims, selection of countries 
to fi le for patent protection, patent maintenance, and en-
forcement (8). Each of these has implications for, and 
derives from, a fi rm’s business and IA strategies.

When to negotiate commercial terms

Another thorny issue in the JDA stage is determining 
when to negotiate the details of the commercial agree-
ment. More specifi cally, should the fi rms spend time and 
resources negotiating a commercial agreement as part of 
the JDA or, should they wait until the joint development 
work generates suffi cient feasibility data to show that 
commercialization is possible? There are advantages 
and disadvantages to both options. Before we describe 
them, it is important to set the stage.

Market-facing fi rms (usually large fi rms) are interested 
in identifying breakthrough technologies. Technology 
sources (usually small fi rms or suppliers) possess these 
technologies. However, the technology is often at an early 
stage such as a bench-level prototype that must undergo 
signifi cant technical development prior to commercial-
ization. The question is, “Do you negotiate the commer-
cial agreement prior to, or after, feasibility testing?”

There is no generic answer. Each of the fi rms has already 
performed at least a preliminary analysis of its own busi-
ness case for the joint development effort and the devel-
opment of the foreground IA. That preliminary analysis 
may inform the decision as to when to negotiate the 
commercial agreement, especially if the fi rm’s business 
case hinges on the terms of the commercial agreement. 
The fi rms we studied indicated that sometimes there is 
an advantage to the market-facing fi rm if it negotiates 
the details early and the technology is successful. In this 
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partner fi rm. In summary, if the fi rms decide to “wait” 
they must determine if the jointly owned IA option is 
acceptable and then, at a minimum, agree to a “good 
faith” requirement to negotiate in the future for such al-
location. If not, they must negotiate provisions that al-
locate foreground rights between them.

Commercial Phase

If the partners complete the Exploration and Joint De-
velopment phases, they have accomplished a great deal. 
The Commercialization phase translates this success 
into value.

There are two critical activities in this phase: developing 
the business model and creating a fi nancial model that 
shares both risks and rewards. The business model must 
include a description of points for capturing value and the 
assets required to create it. The model depends on the in-
dustry, technology and the specifi c opportunity that is the 
focus of the collaboration. Following is an example based 
on a supply chain opportunity in the beverage industry.

Identifying value in the business model:

The supply chain analysis in Figure 3 is an example of 
including IA as a critical variable in a beverage business 
model. The analysis starts with a description of the play-
ers in the supply chain and their relationship to each 
other. Note that some of the players may not be part of 
the traditional supply chain. By answering the six key 
questions in Figure 3, the fi nancial relationships between 
fi rms with respect to both dollars and IP are identifi ed.

Modeling permits the evaluation of various scenarios. 
In this case, the model describes how fi rms capture and 
extract value when a drinks company develops new dis-
pensing equipment for restaurants. The drinks company 
1) does not make the equipment, and 2) wants more than 
one supply source. The company enters into a Joint 

case, the market-facing fi rm understands the commer-
cial and IA conditions that will govern the collaboration 
throughout its commercial life.

However, there is a disadvantage as well. The fi rm must 
devote signifi cant resources to planning, structuring and 
negotiating a full agreement without knowing whether 
the technology works or not. These resources are not 
trivial. Team members from R&D, fi nance, marketing, 
procurement, legal, and other functions will devote 
weeks if not months to the effort; outside counsel is of-
ten employed, and the effort devoted to negotiating this 
agreement is diverted from other projects. This repre-
sents a signifi cant opportunity cost. In summary, no one 
has estimated the net present value (NPV) of planning 
and negotiating a commercial agreement, but the num-
ber is generally quite large.

While waiting is irrelevant if the technology develop-
ment fails, there is a signifi cant disadvantage to waiting 
when it succeeds. Specifi cally, the balance of negotiat-
ing power may shift from the market-facing partner 
(large fi rm) to the technology source (small fi rm/suppli-
er). When the fi rms negotiate early, the balance of power 
rests with the market-facing partner because the technol-
ogy is unproven. When the fi rms negotiate after feasibil-
ity is proven, power immediately shifts to the technology 
source. The shift can be large, especially when the large 
fi rm has multiple competitors. Depending upon how the 
JDA is written, the technology source may be able to 
take the fruits of the collaboration to the market-facing 
partner’s competitors if a commercial agreement is not 
reached within a specifi c timeframe or upon completion 
of specifi c milestones.

Which tactic should you choose: negotiate now or later? 
There is no easy answer; companies make this decision 
on a case-by-case basis. However, if the fi rms choose to 
“wait” until the technology is proven, they must negoti-
ate one critical point now: how the fi rms will allocate 
IA rights between themselves in the event they cannot 
come to commercial agreement. Absent this JDA provi-
sion, a market-facing fi rm cannot accept the risk of wait-
ing because the default IA allocation is determined via 
statute.

In the United States, absent an agreement to the con-
trary, jointly developed IA will be jointly owned, with 
no requirement that one fi rm account to the other fi rm. 
Jointly owned IA may not be in the best commercial in-
terests of one or both partners as it allows each fi rm to 
exploit the foreground IA independently and without ac-
counting to the other (9). As an egregious example, the 
technology source may take the foreground IA to the 
large fi rm’s chief competitor, license the IA to the com-
petitor and not share the royalties with the large fi rm. 
Also, it is possible that one fi rm could donate the IA to 
the public, thereby destroying the value of the IA to the 
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Development Agreement with a party not in its tradi-
tional supply chain to develop the new equipment and 
sell it to the company’s customers as shown in Figure 4.

Because intellectual property provides competitive ad-
vantage to the drinks company in its relationship with its 
restaurant customers as well as to the equipment maker 
in its sales to the customers, there are two opportunities 
for the drinks company to extract value—from additional 
revenue by selling more syrup to the company’s restau-
rant customers and from licensing revenue from the man-
ufacturer of the dispensing equipment—as shown by the  
in Figure 4.

The model must be developed further to meet the drinks 
company’s desire for a second manufacturing source. In 
Figure 5, the drinks company captures value through 
both equipment maker A and B’s sales as shown by the 
$ sign. While equipment maker A also receives a royalty 
from equipment maker B as shown by $B in Figure 5, 
that royalty is offset by a loss of sales to B.

Finally, the model shows that both the drinks company 
and the equipment manufacturers can generate value 
through sales to the drinks company’s competitors. This 
value stream recognizes the fact that the equipment sup-
pliers want to sell dispensing equipment broadly into the 
market. This includes selling to the drinks company’s 
competitors. If the drinks company owns the IA, then it 
would have the fi nal say on whether its competitors 
would reap the benefi t of a license.

Brands provide another source of IA value generation. 
The drinks company in the above example may have 
such a powerful brand that it can extract a high percent-
age of the future value through license fees (enabled by 
IA rights even if the bulk of the cost of developing the 
new dispensing equipment is paid by equipment maker 
A). The equipment maker is compensated for its efforts 
not only by sales of equipment to restaurants but also by 
license fees from its competitors.

Finally, non-IP value is extracted by sales of product 
from the drinks company to the restaurant and of equip-
ment to the restaurant as shown in Figure 5.

This type of modeling is an important part of open-inno-
vation relationship planning. By developing scenarios 
that describe the various cash and IP fl ows, the fi rms are 
able to analyze and then maximize their respective op-
portunities in the marketplace.

Developing the fi nancial model

The fi nancial model is the mechanism for translating the 
value proposition identifi ed in the business model into 
cash fl ows. A description of the different modeling tech-
niques that apply to collaborations is outside the scope 
of this article. However, it is important to point out that 
the IA issues surrounding the fi nancial model can be 
large relative to a traditional business arrangement. It all 
begins with the principles behind a collaborative fi nan-
cial model.

Figure 3.—Interrogating the supply chain with these six questions can lead to additional value creation.
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Figure 4.—Supply chain analysis allows Equipment Maker A to identify the value capture 
points in a relationship with a Drinks Company not in its traditional supply chain.

Figure 5.—Equipment Company A maximizes the value of its innovation through value 
capture at multiple points in the supply chain including its competitors.

The primary goal of a collaborative fi nancial model is 
to ensure that each fi rm’s resource contributions and 
benefi ts are equitable. In other words, if Company A 
provides 30 percent of the alliance resource inputs, it 
should receive 30 percent of the alliance benefi ts. In-
puts include obvious contributions such as patents and 
headcount. They also include less obvious contribu-
tions such as liability responsibility, market position, 
and the fi rm’s ability to execute in the market. The 
challenge is to exchange enough information about 
each fi rm’s assets and fi nancial structure to determine 
what percentage of inputs came from Company A ver-
sus what percentage came from Company B. Firms 

have two options to meet this challenge. They can ex-
change highly sensitive information about their cost 
structure and fi nancial measures, or they can negotiate 
in the absence of verifi able fi nancial information. The 
choice is not easy.

Most fi rms prefer not to share their proprietary fi nancial 
information. In this case they negotiate transfer prices, 
royalty rates, upfront payments, and success fees using 
publicly available information. Each fi rm makes edu-
cated guesses as to the other’s cost of goods sold, profi t 
margins and ability to capture market share from com-
petitors using the fruits of the alliance.
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The opposite extreme is to share this sensitive informa-
tion under the appropriate NDA. This allows the parties 
to develop a defensible model that clearly identifi es the 
inputs while allocating an appropriate share of the out-
puts to each fi rm. Sharing fi nancial information provides 
benefi ts beyond developing a fi nancial model. It encour-
ages the fi rms to think through the project at a level of 
detail needed to predict capital expenses, marketing costs 
and promotion budgets. It requires both sides to allocate 
headcount in each function that will support the effort. It 
also suggests different marketplace scenarios that will 
increase or decrease budget needs (the inputs) and there-
fore increase or decrease the benefi ts (the outputs).

Which method should the fi rms use? There is no univer-
sal answer. Armed with the advantages and disadvan-
tages outlined above, the fi rms determine if the project 
plan is described in enough detail for each fi rm to de-
velop a budget and if publicly available information is 
adequate to determine the input/output ratio and whether 
the fi rms are willing to share this type of proprietary in-
formation.

Summing Up

The participants in our roundtable discussions were 
generally in agreement with respect to better practices 
and the advantages/disadvantages of each practice (see 
“ Better Practices Identifi ed During Research,” next page). 
However, the knowledge of better practices by lead 
practitioners does not ensure their use throughout an or-
ganization. Some of the more interesting discussions re-
volved around the fi rms’ efforts to build these practices 
into the organization. IRI fi rms are complex organiza-
tions; management techniques that allow one fi rm to in-
stitutionalize a new process into the fi rm may not work 
in another company.

An important management challenge is to introduce 
these better practices into the fi rm in ways that maxi-
mize the probability that these processes become an in-
tegral part of every collaborative relationship. While a 
detailed discussion of these activities is outside the scope 
of this paper, a consensus emerged with respect to three 
principles that guide employee behavior. The principles 
for R&D leadership (not necessarily in order of impor-
tance) are:

Identify one or two institutionalized processes/systems • 
that drive the fi rm’s new product development success 
and link collaborative activities to these processes/
systems.

Build the presence and address the absence of • 
collaborative principles into the formal and informal 
reward systems.

Demonstrate (“walk-the-walk”) and reinforce (“talk-• 
the-talk”), the importance of collaboration innovation.

We believe these principles are important foundation 
stones in the deployment of the better practices outlined 
above. As just one example, the management team should 
incorporate external innovation into the fi rm’s new prod-
uct development system, and ensure that the reward 
 system encourages an “invented anywhere”  approach, 
rather than being biased toward internal  invention.

Finally, senior managers can take visible actions (e.g., 
ask questions about collaborative innovation steps 
 during gate reviews) that support collaborative innova-
tion. They can link a portion of their bonuses to external 
targets, develop budgeting protocols for external assets 
and implement training programs designed to develop 
“best-in-class” capabilities within the fi rm.

Collaborative innovation is a powerful tool for growth. 
Using better practices that protect IA during the course 
of these agreements is a management imperative. Inte-
grating these practices into the fabric of the fi rm will 
ensure that the capabilities exist to maximize the value 
of external innovation. 
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“Better Practices” Identifi ed During Research
! Pre-work, Planning, Business Model and Strategy

• Reach win-win outcomes by treating people fairly.

• Defi ne, align and communicate IP, technical and business 
strategies.

• Clarify each partner’s IP strategy.

• Use value-chain analyses to identify opportunities and to de-
termine IP ownership.

• Select partners at different positions on the value chain to de-
fi ne benefi ts and mitigate risks.

• Use gap analyses and panels of experts to determine whether 
needed technology is available in-house.

• Defi ne whether the goal is to discover new knowledge or to 
commercialize.

• Choose a partner willing to see the process through to the end.

• Layer patent coverage to protect IP at multiple levels.

! Getting Things Organized and Communicated

• Align the strategic intents of parties.

• Ensure a good cultural fi t for good business collaboration.

• Exchange summaries of preferred IP positions.

• Communicate deal-breakers early to kill poor deals.

• Itemize background and foreground rights to avoid early-
termination problems.

• Defi ne the state-of-the-art and when patents expire.

• Have technical experts oversee the progress of external projects.

• Have separate groups evaluate ideas to avoid contamination.

• Erect a fi rewall and post a policy on terms for accepting out-
side ideas.

• Use a master agreement for repeat collaborations.

• Identify gate-keepers for information exchange.

• Use a stage-gate process with defi ned tasks.

• Defi ne organizational metrics, e.g., % net revenue.

• Reward individuals for technology found elsewhere.

• Refer to www.DIDP.org for better practices related to collabora-
tions between universities and industrial partners.

! Structure and Prepare the Documents
• Have a template for recurring agreement types.

• Itemize limitations on the fi eld of use.

• Develop a check-list of tasks to be done and questions to be 
answered.

• Document disclosures of confi dential information.

! Actively Manage Your Intellectual Property
• Decide which patents to protect, license or abandon.

• Decide whether to own or merely use IP rights.

• Own IP rights if they cover core competencies.

• Own IP rights if transferring or excluding is important.

• Own IP rights if seeking partners for new technology.

• Minimize risk with access to IP without ownership.

! Non-Disclosure Agreement, NDA

! Pre-Work and Getting Things Organized and 
Communicated
• Use the overall goal of the collaboration to formulate language 
for the NDA.

• Decide what to share and what not to share.

• Exchange relevant non-confi dential information early.

• Strive to reach agreement without disclosing confi dential in-
formation.

• Cease communication if one party intends to disclose confi -
dential information.

! Structure the Agreement and Negotiate Terms

• Exchange relevant non-confi dential information early.

• Track participants of information disclosure.

• Decide on single or multiple gate-keepers.

• Use a primary gate-keeper with individual contacts.

• Commit to reducing confi dential information to writing only if 
you are good at it.

• Itemize time periods to disclose and to keep information con-
fi dential.

• Decide on one-way or two-way disclosure.

• Defi ne terms for terminating the agreement.

• Terms for license and sales should not be in an NDA.

• Terms for disclosing trade secrets and know-how should be 
itemized.

• Delay valuation of technology until the JDA stage.

! Develop the Needed Documents

• Develop a check-list of tasks to be done and questions to be 
answered.

• Prepare a template for recurring agreement types.

• Review the other party’s template to judge their drivers.

• Prepare a generic template for routine collaborations, and cus-
tomize where necessary.

• Itemize time periods to disclose and to keep information con-
fi dential.

• Defer license and purchase terms until the JDA.

! Joint-Development Agreement, JDA

! Pre-Work and Getting Things Organized and 
Communicated

• Defi ne, align and communicate business, technical and IP 
strategies.

• Plan thoroughly up-front to get a better business result later on.

• Write a clear and concise problem statement.

• Ensure a good cultural fi t for good business collaboration.

• Treat people fairly—it’s the key to success.

• Develop a check-list of tasks to be done and questions to be 
answered.

• Save licensing and sales terms for negotiations on the procure-
ment side.
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! Structure the Agreement and Negotiate Terms
• Negotiate the terms of joint development agreements between 
business leaders of the respective partners.

• Involve the attorney internally, not with partner.

• Specify termination date and conditions.

• Provide for transfer of trade secrets, know-how and IP.

• Decide who pays for fi ling and maintenance fees.

• Identify and communicate deal-breakers early.

• Provide commercial and technical personnel with legal sup-
port to negotiate JDA terms.

• Use a pre-nuptial/marriage/divorce model.

• Document actions and decisions to avoid misunderstanding.

• Identify relevant patents and their expiration.

• Negotiate IP rights and ownership as soon as outcomes can be 
visualized.

• IP terms can be vague on fundamental research; must be more 
specifi c for end-use applications.

• Link royalty payments to milestones.

• Decide responsibility for product liability and infringement of 
third parties’ IP.

• Defi ne single or multiple gate-keepers.

• Use a stage-gate process with defi ned stage tasks.

• Defi ne organizational metrics, e.g., % net revenue.

• Reward individuals for technology found elsewhere.

! Develop the Needed Documents

• Have a template for recurring agreement types.

• Have a generic template for routine collaborations, and cus-
tomize where necessary.

• Use a mergers & acquisitions template if you are the “deep 
pockets” partner and want more protection.

! Protection from Contamination
• Protect information to prevent loss of IP rights.

• Track participation in discussions and decisions.

• Layer patent coverage to protect IP at multiple levels.

• Have separate groups evaluate ideas to avoid contamination.

• Erect a fi rewall for outside ideas and post a policy.

! Education and Training

• Raise the awareness of employees through training to avoid 
irreparable loss of IP rights.

• Train employees who will interface with outside parties (criti-
cal).

• Train employees on antitrust issues in case potential joint de-
velopment partners are competitors.

• Train new employees especially on confi dentiality and IP 
rights.

• Raise awareness with periodic newsletters.

• Recognize that collaboration will become increasingly impor-
tant as more companies participate in open innovation initia-
tives.

• Recognize that virtual workplaces will require working outside 
of organizational boundaries.

• Train employees to work across organizational boundaries 
and be more receptive to collaboration.

• Foster an environment of teamwork, relationship-building and 
information-sharing.

• Make employees aware that IP includes trade secrets, know-
how and “show-how” as well as patentable art.

• Train employees on export control regulations and anti-
trust concerns in addition to the IP issues.

• Make employees aware of different international IP regulations 
including the inability to protect trade secrets in India.

! Attorney-Related Considerations

• Select a transaction-minded attorney.

• Drive the attorney by specifying goals and urgency.

• Involve the attorney internally, not with the partner.

• Negotiate terms business-to-business with legal support.

• Use attorneys when commercial/technical people agree in prin-
ciple but cannot agree on wording.

• Involve attorneys on antitrust issues when partners are com-
petitors.

• Develop generic templates for multiple business segments.

• Have counsel on one side present if counsel for the other side 
is there.—The Authors

Robert. The New Companion to Licensing Negotiations: Licensing 
Law Handbook, 1996–1997 edition. Clark Boardman Callaghan, 
New York, NY.
7. See Arena, Christopher M. and Carreras, Eduardo M. 2009. 
Business Models, Value Chains and Value Propositions. Intellectual 
Asset Management Magazine 34, March/April, pp. 49–55.
8. The content of this section draws heavily from Ref. 2.
9. The actual words are found in United States patent law at 35 U.S.C. 
262: “In the absence of any agreement to the contrary, each of the 
joint owners of patent may make, use, offer to sell or sell the patented 
invention within the United States, or import the patented invention 
into the United States, without the consent of, and without accounting 
to the other owners.” Laws in other countries may differ.


